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Covering both basic and applied aspects of immunology, this text explores the mechanisms of

resistance to infectious disease, vaccines and immunologic diseases of domestic animals. Other

topics reviewed include phylogeny, antigen processing, new vaccine technologies, antiparasite

vaccines and diagnostic procedures. Information is provided on the molecular basis of diseases

such as equine SCID, canine x-limbed immunodeficiency and porcine factor H deficiency. --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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This outstanding book is concise, easy to read and well organised. The purpose of the book

remains, as for the past 30 years, to provide a concise overview of fundamental immunological

concepts related to veterinary medicine. The publisher offers free online resources, which contain

monthly content updates. This outstanding book can be considered as the immunology reference of

choice not only for veterinary students, but also for postgraduates and researchers. The depth of

coverage, concise content and narrative style make it a valuable resource to be recommended

without reservation. The Veterinary Record, January 2009  --This text refers to an out of print or

unavailable edition of this title.

Ian R. Tizard, PhD, BSc, BVMS, Richard M. Schubot, Professor of Exotic Bird Health and Professor

of Immunology, Texas A&M University, College of Veterinary Medicine, College Station, TX --This

text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.



This book was the suggested text for my Veterinary Immunology class and overal I was very

pleased with it. I probably spent a little more time sleeping in class than I should and as a result

relied heavily on this book to learn the material. I was pleasantly as the book was a fairly easy read.

The material was presented clearly and in a logical order that made it fairly easy to understand.

This book is required for my immunology course, and is a very good, easy-to-understand

description of the immune system. It also has much shorter chapters than in most of my other

textbooks.

Good textbook, but didn't need it for my immuno class...so I "wasted" money. Maybe it will be

helpful when studying for boards??

in my family it is necessary, good seller. I don't get excited about knives BUT this product is

WONDERFUL! as soon as you pick it up....you KNOW this is a sturdy professional product! there is

NO OTHER product in any department store like this one......ITS WELL WORTH THE PRICE!!! 5

stars! love it . very fast, receive it next day,

Tizzard has produced a fine and reasonably comprehensive text for introducing veterinary students

to the science of immunology. Starting with easy to grasp basics he proceeds to ever increasing

depth in the numerous areas of immunology.Unlike standard texts, which only teach mouse and

primate immunology, Tizzard's book introduces the reader to the differences found in the immune

systems of various species. This makes the book valuable not only for veterinary students but for

non-veterinary immunology students, who all too often get the impression that all immune systems

look and work like the mouse and human systems.While it is impossible to provide exhaustive

coverage of all topics in a limited scope, Tizzard does a fine job of selecting and highlighting the

most important findings and concepts in each area. Numerous illustrations aid in making difficult

concepts clear and easy to grasp. He also provides bibliographies for each chapter which allow the

reader to pursue more in depth studies.As with his earlier books Tizzard has again made a worthy

contribution to the teaching of immunology. It is certainly to be hoped that this textbook will be

widely used not only to teach immunology but also to give students an awareness and appreciation

of the many ways in which different species have evolved and specialized their immune systems.



good . i love it so much, so fast, receive it next day , The product has an excellent edge, works

wonderfully on my homemade bread! this price is valuable.

Concruent with previous layouts, this latest edition is repleat with photos, charts and graphics that

aid in one's understanding of the fundamental principles detailed herein. A welcome refresher for

the practiced veterinarian, it remains the standard text for graduate and veterinary school students

alike.

A comprehensive description of CD/IL this, that and the other, without any grasp of explaining the

big picture of the subject. We're doing a chapter a week as part of my internal medicine residency

rounds and it's utter torture. I still don't have a good idea of where we're going with this. My

residentmates and instructors agree - we're seriously considering jumping ship and buying another

book.
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